Job Advert
Medisoft Limited - Job Advert
Clinical System Analyst
Full time – Permanent

Package:
To attract and retain the very best talent we offer a generous package, which includes:










£34,000 - £40,000 depending on experience.
Newly refurbished office close to Leeds Train Station
Flexible working
Free on site gym
3.5% contributory pension
Annual Team Tour
Personal development/ training opportunities
Incremental annual leave
Cycle & Travel to work scheme

WHAT WE DO
Medisoft is an award-winning Leeds-based healthcare IT company; developing and supplying the
UK’s best-selling ophthalmology patient records system. Our ophthalmology systems are used
routinely at over 150 hospitals worldwide to help clinical teams assess vision defects and save sight.

WHAT YOU WILL DO










Gather surgical, clinical and administrative requirements from ophthalmologists and
other healthcare professionals.
Writing reports on the requirements of users and potential customers of Medisoft’s
ophthalmology EMR.
Using wireframe tools to prototype new designs, seeking medical and clinical safety
input where necessary.
Writing detailed functional specifications including screen mock ups and workflow
diagrams, which will be used by Medisoft’s software developers to deliver new features
for the system.
Gather technical input from the development team to further refine the requirements,
including how the data/database should be modelled.
Contribute to sprint ceremonies and release planning.
Work with the development team to deliver product increments each sprint.
Oversee testing of the features specified to ensure they look and work as described in
the functional specification.
Demonstrate new features to the wider business in Sprint Review meetings.



Raise and manage bugs and improvements based on exploratory testing or user
feedback.

Significant experience of the following will be beneficial:






Previous experience as a Healthcare Software Analyst
Hands-on knowledge of how to elicit customer requirements and analyse workflows
and usage data, in order to define business requirements and use cases.
Extensive experience of writing functional specifications for new features (not simply
enhancements to existing features) for a major software system
Exceptional verbal and written communication
Good attention to detail

Working for Medisoft is an opportunity to make a real difference to people with eye
conditions and the clinical teams who care for them.

